This article aims to describe the characteristics of insider trading according to the Law Number 8 of 1995 on Capital Market and the implication with legal effort that can be taken by minority shareholder. The characteristics of insider trading according to the Law Number 8 of 1995 on Capital Market are in line with fiduciary duty theory principle, there is involvement of insider by the misappropriation trusted. Insider trading has impacts to the other investors, especially to minority shareholder. The difference opportunity to do transaction causes financial disadantages, and for the loss, minority shareholder can doing legal effort, submit their civil lawsuit to the insider trader.
A. INTRODUCTION
Share market is an indicator of economic growth beside banking and other direct investment, such as insurance, property, gold and so on. Share market development aims to face business growth, encourage community faster to invest in go public companies, and motivate community to participate in funding management, so it can be used productively to support national development cost (Nindyo Pramono, 2013: 2) . Share market has been an investment option by community sue to the highly regulated sector and it is regarded to provide law certainty for investors.
Besides, share market is business implementing rule of Good Corporate Governance fixed and syrely. Good Corporate Governance is a main issue in developed countries and is one of economic performance indicator as well as spread must be done quickly and wide spread with purpose, each side gets information simultaneously without give benefit for one side. Spreading information gives same opportunity for each investor to conduct fair transaction activity, with no certain side is adverse because of late information or other side get information faster.
Based on the explanation above, the use of insider information is prohibited thing in share market. It is due to the use of insider information by insiders, or other sides having relation to insiders causing benefits for the sides financially and causing lose for other side or investors (Hamud M. Yustisia Vol. 7 No. 2 May -August 2018 Balfas, 2012: 464) . Insider information use to emitted share transactions before disclosed information by emitter is known as insider trading.
Insider trading is crime in capital market has been prohibited in article 95 law No. 8 year 1995 about share market (it is called UU PM). Insider trading is defined as practice, which corporate insiders have security transaction by using exclusive information they have which does not publish and known by community or investors (Najib A. Gisymar, 1999: 31) . Insider trading is an issue relating to share transaction activity begun when insiders know important and confidential information, then they give the information to other sides to use in share trading (Made Dwi Juliana, dkk, 2013: 3) . The difficulty in verification causes such threat for investors because insider trading causes the difference of opportunity to have transaction among investors. Insiders having strategic position in emitter potentially have faster information access than public. The position is reversed with public or minority shareholders, where the sides can only know material information existence when it has been disclosed by emitter. The position of minority shareholders, which have no wide access on emitter, always get impact of insider trading. When insider trading sides have transaction based on the information they have, the minority shareholders do not know the information, so that they have not done their transaction activity.
The transaction activity is done by insider trading performers on the old share price with no any significant price movement, because the material information has not been disclosed. The price before and after disclosing are different, for example when the material information is negative, the share price moves down. Similarly, when the material information is positive the emitter share price moves up. Before the movement, insider trading doers have transaction activity to get benefit or avoid material adverse for themselves.
The different chance occurred by insider trading practice give benefit for insider trader and cause financial adverse for other investors, especially minority shareholders. Unfair share market, which is regulated and efficient causes the decrease of investor and applicant trust in share market in Indonesia. The minority shareholders generally just keep silent with insider Yustisia Vol. 7 No. 2 May -August 2018 trading di pasar modal. The minority shareholders tend to keep silent because they do not know what they should do and to whom they report the case.
B. PROBLEM STATEMENT
Based on the problem the writer has elaborated above, the problems studied in the article are:
1. How is the characteristics of insider trading in Law Number 8 of 1995 on share market? 2. What are legal action taken by minority shareholders when there occur insider trading?
C. RESEARCH METHODS
This Research method is theoretical legal research and using descriptive approach. Tools and techniques for collection of data is secondary sources. This is a normative legal research, by collecting secondary data including primary, secondary, and tertiary legal materials related insider trading practice relating to law protection effort for minority shareholde . Library research was employed to collect the data, while data analysis used legal interpretation.Secondary sources are Law Journal, articles and textbooks. The research will be guided with the collection of the material, for academic legal research can be purely descriptive, it generally includes normative standpoints and description of the law from the point of view of achieving a particular aim. The insider involvement is form of trust disobedience by insider due to insider is in fiduciary position having emitter trust and interest. The existence of insider stated in covenant of UU PM is relevant to principle of fiduciary duty theory. In this theory, whoever paid by company to perform the given duty, he has duty for the company to perform it as well as possible (due diligence) using Yustisia Vol. 7 No. 2 May -August 2018 measurement of etic and high level economy (Najib A. Gisymar, 1999: 40) .
Including in the duty is keeping the interest and confidential of the company and people having duty are regarded as insider. Insider in this category have trust and confidence relationship with the company, but they do not always work for the company, like consultant, assessor (appraiser), accountant or law consultant of the company. Due to the special relationship, they have access on the insider information or nonpublic information owned by company. Therefore, they are regarded as insider and usually they as known as temporary insider or quasi-insider (Tavinayati dan Yuli Qamariyanti, 2009: 84-85 ).
Fiduciary duty is defined as duty for side holding trust for others' interests, which the others have high obligation to perform the duty as well as possible with good intention, fair, and responsible.
People holding trust are known as trustee, and people giving trust is known as beneficiary (Munir Fuady, 2002: 33 -34) .
Relating to the category of insider stated in explanation of article 95 UU PM, the people is stated as performing fiduciary duty as the people know the emitter development and the existence of 
Law Effort of Minority Shareholders toward Insider Trading practice impacts
Principally, shareholders or investors getting impact of insider trading are both majority shareholders and the minority. In this article, writer focuses the analysis on the implication of insider trading practice on the minority shareholders. The position of the minority shareholders in emitter, has no big access to get information immediately. Thus, the minority shareholders know the material information after it has been disclosed by emitter through mass media seen directly by public, like Yustisia Vol. 7 No. 2 May -August 2018 emitter official web, newspaper, and so on. Based on the condition, the minority shareholders has great possibility to get insider trading impact and feel unfair in share market during the occurrence of insider trading.
The definition of minority shareholders is not explained rigidly in Indonesia regulation. The minority shareholders is defined as independent shareholders meaning personally build in their own names and have no relationship with the officer and majority shareholders. The chance difference occurred causes financial adverse for minority shareholders and because of the adverse they propose law effort, which is proposing civil suit. The regulation of share market in Indonesia gives chance for investor, including minority shareholders to propose civil suit when there is disobedience of share market covenant, such as insider trading.
The civil suit proposed for those involved in insider trading, such as majority shareholders, commissaries, directors, emitter officer, outsider having business relationship and partnership with emitter, outsider getting the insider information, share company and other.
The adverse sides can propose civil suit to the authorized court.
In this case, the judge's role is very significant to make innovations, particularly in interpreting article 1365 KUHPerdata more flexible.
Article 1365 is the most suitable to suit insider trading doers, at least to avoid adverse because of the insider trading (Munir Fuady, 2001: 186) .
The suit can be done by each side having adverse and they can ask for repayment lonely or together with other side having same cases from the sides responsible for the disobedience (article 111 UU PM).
The authority of civil legal action given by UU PM is one of ways the minority shareholders do to get repayment because of insider trading action, in which the suit proposal can be done independently without any procedure from certain share market authority. Yustisia Vol.
No. 2 May -August 2018
On the covenant, UU PM does not give explanation about law assistance given to minority shareholders, who want to propose civil suit, so the mechanism is turned to the authorized judiciary. The logical consequence is that each investor, including minority shareholders proposing civil suit, must prepare documents and other proof related to the adverse because of insider trading practice. investigating as well as protecting consumers. The institution is built having goal to ensure that the whole activity in financial service is held in order, fair, transparent, and accountable; able to realize financial system growing continuously and stable; and able to protect consumers and community interest (Insosentius Samsul, 2013: 156) . The law advocacy done OJK is based on certain procedure aiming that the law advocacy is proper to target. Before the law advocacy stage, the minority shareholders turn over the complaint report to OJK by a special division of consumers education and protection (EPK).
EPK division specially treating complaint report of the shareholders is consumer protection department (DPLK). Each complaint report, which enters OJK is directed to DPLK first to be analyzed more relating to the objective and purpose of the proposal. In fact, when the regulation about law advocacy mechanism has not been produced soon, the authority of consumers protection particularly article 30 verse (1) letter b the 2 UU OJK can not be applied well. It means that the law advocacy in civil suit process is only covenant in the regulation and it cannot be realized well. 
